
 
 
 
Department of Management/College of Business/CWU-Lynnwood 
Course Syllabus for Strategic Management: MGT 489 L01 & L02 
Fall Quarter 2013 
 
Personal Information 
Instructor: f. Lynn Richmond, Ph.D.   (Prof. Lynn)                          
Office: SQL 302D; 425-640-1574, #3892                                                                                     
E-mail: richmond@cwu.edu   (most effective way to contact instructor)                         
Office hours:  Tuesday and Thursday: 9:15-10:15 AM and 4:30-5:30 PM 
Other times by appointment (via e-mail request)  
 
Course Description 
"MGT 489.  Strategic Management (5Cr).  Prerequisite, completion of all other core requirements for business 
administration or accounting.  Basic policy decisions involved in managing the total enterprise." Undergraduate/ 
Graduate Catalog: 2013-2014. Ellensburg, WA: Central Washington University, June 2013. 
 
Course Purpose 
To provide senior accounting and business administration majors with experience analyzing and interpreting: 
some of the major analytical variables essential to understanding the strategy-relevant nature of an industry, 
particularly in the U.S.A., at a defined time; some of the major analytical variables essential to understanding the 
strategy-relevant nature of functioning businesses, particularly in the U.S.A., at a defined time; and some of the 
more common applications of major competitive business strategies to particular industry and business 
circumstances.  
 
Course Objectives (Key Student Outcomes) 
By the end of the course, students should be able to: 
 
 1: Define and use the various terms and concepts of strategic management. 
 
 2: Define the major types of strategies used in for-profit and not-for-profit organizations. 
 
 3: Identify the mission, objectives, and strategy of particular organizations. 

 
 4: Identify the major strategic strengths and weaknesses of particular organizations. 
 
 5:  Develop viable strategic alternatives for particular organizations. 
 
Additional Student Outcome 1:  recognize group and member characteristics associated with various levels of 
group performance in self-managed work groups/teams 
 
Additional Student Outcome 2:  utilize individual and work group/team skills in effectively addressing assigned 
tasks and essential group process needs of self-managed work groups/teams 
 
Required Texts and Other materials  
Essentials of Strategic Management. 2nd  Ed. Gamble, John E. and Arthur A. Thompson Jr. New York, NY: 
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2011.  
 
Additional course materials will be made available as instructor-provided handouts and/or on the course website 
on Blackboard (Bb).  
 
(NOTE: this syllabus is subject to change. Instructor will provide a revision if necessary.)  
REV: 08.30.13   
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Course Requirements (Please see “score sheet” in this syllabus and/or on our CWU Blackboard website):   
 
Objective-type paper and pencil tests:  Student achievement of the “key student outcomes” outlined above will 
be measured, in part by two mid-term exams--each worth a maximum of 150 points-- and a final exam worth a 
maximum of 200 points. The mid-terms will be comprised of approximately 50-60 multiple-choice questions and 
the final will be comprised of 60-65 multiple choice questions.  The final exam will NOT be comprehensive. All 
three tests will require Scantron sheets so please purchase your materials in advance of the tests. Lists of 
concepts recommended for test review will be provided on the course Blackboard site under the “Review 
Concepts” section one week before each of the three exams. (Pls see column numbers 1, 2 and 3 on the course 
scoresheet at the end of this syllabus which can also be found on our course Blackboard—Bb—site.) 
 
Class participation:  Students will be expected to have read the assigned materials prior to each class session so 
that they are prepared to actively participate in the class discussion by assisting with the understanding of the 
concepts, suggesting possible applications from their own experience or that of their family and/or friends, asking 
key questions, offering alternative possibilities, etc. to both broaden and deepen our understanding of the 
sometimes abstract-seeming materials. 
 
Class attendance:  Although attendance is NOT a requirement to “pass” the course, students should plan to be 
present and on time for all class sessions if they want to receive the maximum benefit from the course.  
Recognition of the importance of regular and timely participation (attendance/ punctuality) is rewarded with 
“bonus” points, with the maximum of 20 points earned by everyone who miss the first 20 minutes or more of 
three or fewer classes during the term (the equivalent of missing a week and a half of classes).  Each absence in 
excess of the three will reduce a student's potential attendance bonus by 10 points. Persistent tardiness of less 
than 20 minutes may also negatively impact a student's potential attendance bonus. (Pls see column # 12 on the 
course scoresheet.) 
 
Group Projects:  The continuing strong interest on the part of businesses and public agencies to ensure that their 
present and prospective employees have the skills and experience to function as productive members/leaders of 
work teams gives the work group exercises considerably more than mere academic significance.  The 
methodology of this class is specifically designed to provide students with opportunities to develop additional 
experience as both active participants in, and observers of, in-class work group/teams.  Students should plan to 
devote a significant amount of time to out-of-class preparation of their group-based business and industry 
analyses of their chosen “live case”. Much of this group-based time will need to be conducted via e-mail so it 
is ESSENTIAL that EACH group member keep in VERY close contact—at least once or twice a week-- 
w/their group members!!! 
 
Work Group-based Scores (both those which will be shared by all group members and those which will be 
generated for the benefit of individual group members) 
 
Each student will be assigned to a workgroup which will develop a business/industry analysis of their “live 
case”.  Each workgroup will select a (usually) publicly-held business with headquarters in the greater Seattle-
Everett-Tacoma area in order to develop two major analyses to be orally presented and evaluated by their 
classmates. The first analysis and presentation will focus on the industry environment within which the selected 
business competes; and the second will focus on the business itself. (Each group will provide the instructor with 
two executive summaries, in the form of a printed copy of the group’s PowerPoint presentations w/6 slides—
“handouts”-- to a page, prior to the beginning of each of their two class presentations. Approximately 10-15 
powerpoint slides per presentation might be a reasonable number to aim for.) 
 
Workgroup Performance: The analyses and oral presentations of the Puget Sound-based “live” cases will be 
assessed anonymously by members of the other groups functioning as informed critics using the “Group 
Analysis & Presentation Skills Assessment” format to be distributed by the instructor. Members of the groups 
not presenting will assign points up to a maximum of 120 points for each of the other group’s two 
analyses/presentations of their Puget Sound-based businesses (the “live cases”). The instructor will average the 
points given by the non-presenting classroom groups and the resulting average will then be shared by all the 
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members of the presenting group. The instructor reserves the right to adjust group analysis/performance scores 
if any group- or class-given average score seems inappropriate. (Pls see column #s 5 and 8 on the course 
scoresheet.) 
 
Individual members of the non-presenting groups will receive points for helping their group members prepare 
anonymous evaluations of the “live” case analyses developed and presented by the other workgroups. Thorough 
efforts, following instructor-provided guidelines on the template “GROUP ANALYSIS & PRESENTATION” 
will be rewarded with the maximum number of points—5-- for the evaluation of EACH of the OTHER 
group’s analyses/presentations; less than thorough efforts may receive significantly fewer points. 
 IMPORTANT: Only actively contributing members of a workgroup may receive points by indicating the last 
four digits of their student IDs on the instructor-provided formats. (Pls see column # 11 on the course 
scoresheet.) 
 
As part of the College of Business’ monitoring of its impact on the development of a number of student skills 
considered to be especially important to its students’ post-graduation success, the capstone course MGT 489 has 
been designated as the locale for pre-graduation measures of five of the six identified skills. These five measures 
are directed toward providing various stakeholders with some ASSURANCE OF LEARNING (AOL) on the 
part of our soon-to-graduate students. MGT 489, the Strategic Management course was chosen for these five 
measures since it is required of all accounting and business majors and designed to be taken as the final course 
prior to their graduation.  
 
For example, every student will be expected to orally present an approximately equal amount of his/her group’s 
presentation of its analysis of either its chosen business or its industry. These presentations to the class will be 
recorded so that CWU faculty at other sites may evaluate them as one of the College of Business’s 
ASSURANCE OF LEARNING (AOL) measures–in this case, “ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
ASSESSMENT”. (CB faculty evaluations of these oral recordings, however, will have NO impact on students’ 
points for the class.)  
 
Evaluating the contribution made by the other members of one's own workgroup:  Each member of a 
workgroup will receive points for preparing two anonymous evaluations of EACH of the other members of 
her/his own workgroup-- the AOL “PEER ASSESSMENT OF [an individual’s] TEAMWORK SKILLS” --
using the College of Business designed rubric which will be provided as handouts by the instructor or taken from 
our Blackboard site under the “course formats” section. Thorough efforts carefully following the directions can 
expect to be rewarded with the maximum number of points—10-- for completing each set of four (other) 
member evaluations; less than thorough or erroneous efforts may receive significantly fewer points, with one 
point subtracted for each violation of the directions. (Pls see column #s 7 and 10 on the course scoresheet.) 
 
Individual performance in work groups (peer evaluations):  Each member of a workgroup/team will receive 
an instructor-averaged score of the anonymous peer assessments made by the other members of his/her team to 
recognize/reward the member’s efforts to assist the group meet its twin goals of successfully completing the 
group assignments AND developing/maintaining group viability, with a maximum of 36 points possible 
following each of the two analyses/presentations. These assessments will be taken from the AOL: “PEER 
ASSESSMENT OF [an individual’s] TEAMWORK SKILLS” rubric.  (The instructor reserves the right to 
adjust individual scores if any individual- or group-given score seems inappropriate.) (Pls see columns # 6 and 9 
on the course scoresheet.)  
 
NOTE: Students are NOT to discuss the score they receive, or might receive, with other group members either 
before or after individual scores are posted. Violations may be subject to the CWU Student Code of Conduct.  
 
Individual-based Scores   
 

Individual performance on a nationally standardized, computer-based multiple-choice exam (AOL 
measure: “CONTENT LEARNED IN ACCOUNTING AND/OR BUSINESS PROGRAMS”.) All 
business and accounting students must take the ETS “Major Field” exam (end of program assessment) in 
a computer lab on the date indicated in the course schedule. The computer-calculated points provided at 
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the completion of the exam--200 points maximum- -will be divided in half in order to reduce the 
maximum number of possible points to 100, which represents approx. 10% of the final course grade as 
mandated by the College of Business.  (Pls see column # 4 on scoresheet.) 

 
 
Important Notes:  

(1) A continuously updated “score sheet” of total points earned by each student on the 13 or 14 graded 
assignments will be posted on our Blackboard (Bb) website in the “Scoresheet” section.   

(2) Final course grades will be based on a highly “modified class curve” (see table below), with indications 
of general grade status given after each major quiz/exam.. These general indications—“grade-sortas”--
will be found on our Blackboard website under the “Class curves” section.  

Proposed business administration department-recommended grading norms: this course will use the 
high-end of a “highly modified” class curve grade distribution for 400-level courses: 

Grade  approx % of scores (mean) Min/Max Dept-recommended Percentages 
    A    24%    10-20% 
    B    46%    30/40% 
    C    24%    30/40% 
   D/F    6%    10/20% 
 

(3) VERY SPECIAL NOTE: Course grades will NOT be based in ANY way upon either pre-determined 
scores or pre-determined percentages of total possible points. 

(4) Guidelines and/or formats will be posted on our Blackboard website or distributed separately. 
(5) Make-up mid-terms or finals MAY be possible with advance notice and instructor approval. 
(6) All assignments must be turned in on the date indicated on the class schedule. Late assignments will lose 

up to 25% of their maximum value for each CLASS day that they are late.  
(7) In the unusual circumstance in which a student is unwilling/unable to commit him/herself to the 

responsibilities necessary to be an effective member of a productive workgroup-including the attendance 
standards of the group--the workgroup, after consultation with the instructor, may elect to expel the 
student from the group and the student must then make arrangements with the instructor to satisfy the 
substantive aspect of the "group " assignment by him/herself. In addition, the process aspect of the group 
assignment will still be assessed by the group to which the individual was originally assigned.  Thus, if 
you know of any reason why you would not be an effective member of a classroom workgroup this term 
you might want to consider taking the course at some other time or location. 

(8) Policies concerning academic dishonesty, sexual harassment, plagiarism, and diversity are covered 
in the CWU Catalog, Appendices A and B.  Any violation may result in referral to the Student 
Affairs office for appropriate action and/or result in a zero for the course assignments. 

 
Weather and other emergencies: You may call 425.640.1574 for a recorded message to learn whether CWU-
Lynnwood classes have been canceled due to weather or natural/human disaster. If the Lynnwood Center is open, 
we will hold class if enough students can safely overcome the conditions.  However, because of widely varying 
local conditions, I would prefer that you exercise restraint if the conditions/situation seem unsafe to you. 
 
 
Important Fall 2013 deadlines & dates 
 
Classes begin………………………………………………………………………………  . .Sept 25 
Drop Class deadline. . . . . ……………………..………………………………………….. . .Oct. 1 
Deadline to apply for baccalaureate degree for WINTER     .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Oct. 4 
Uncontested withdrawal deadline. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   Nov 1 
Early registration for WINTER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov 4-Dec 6 
THANKSGIVING RECESS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov 21-23 
Our Final . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    Tues, Dec 10 
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Detailed Course Outline (classes are expected to follow this schedule; however, changes may be necessary to 
accommodate possible weather "surprises", power outages, etc.):      Rev: 08.29.13 
 
Week Day Date Text Chapter Number/Class activity 
 
1 Th 9-26 discuss syllabus and assignments; lecture/class discussion: Ch 1 “Strategy and  
   Quest for Competitive Advantage” 
 
2           Tu 10-1 lecture/class discussion: Ch. 2 "Leadership & the Strategic Management Process";  form 
  interdisc workgroups: intros; consider possible small-to-medium size Puget Sound-
  based, single-business firms (no alcohol, coffee, soft drink, membership  
  wholesale/retail, or franchise businesses) for workgroup analysis & presentation;     

Th 10-3 lecture/class discussion: Ch 3 “Evaluating a Company’s External Environment”   aka 
 “Industry and Competitive Analysis”; Business Case Analysis & Presentation 
 Preparation (“B-CAPP”) for your selected Puget Sound-based firm 

 
3 Tu 10-8 lecture/class discussion: Ch. 3 (cont.); B-CAPP 

Th 10-10 lecture/class discussion: Ch. 4 “Analyzing a Company’s Competitive Strength and Cost 
 Structure”; B-CAPP  

 
4 Tu 10-15 Mid-term/quiz #1 (50 Questions from Chapters 1-3); 

Th 10-17 lecture/ class discussion: Ch 4 (cont.);  B-CAPP 
  
5 Tu 10-22  “Industry and Competitive Conditions” presentations of Group-selected firms by 2-3 
   members of Groups Number 1 and 2 [in a distance ed room tba]; (Copy of PowerPoint 
   slides —6/page-- due to instructor PRIOR to presentation); Content of analyses and 
   presentations will be evaluated by the other classroom work groups.  
   (A.O.L : INDIVIDUAL ORAL PRESENTATION SKILLS: As part of group  
   presentations, individual oral presentations will/may be recorded and assessed by 
   CB faculty in other sites. These assessments will NOT be included in student  
   course scores.) 
 Th 10-24 Presentations: “Industry & Competitive Conditions” of Group-selected  firms   

by 2-3 members of Groups Number 3, 4, and 5 (as above) 
  
6 Tu 10-29 lecture/class discussion: Ch. 5 “The Five Generic Competitive Strategies”;  B-CAPP 

 Work group Peer assessments (1st set) due at beginning of class; 
Th 10-31 lecture/class discussion: Ch 10 “Superior Strategy Execution…”; B-CAPP 
 

7 Tu  11-5 lecture/class discussion: Ch. 6 "Supplementing the Chosen Competitive Strat" ;B-CAPP   
 Th 11-7 Mid-term/term  #2  (50 Questions from Chapters 4-6);  
 
8 Tu 11-12 lecture/class discussion: Ch 10 “Superior Strategy Execution…”; B-CAPP 

Th 11-14 computer-based and scored ETS “Major Field” (end of program) exam;  A.O.L:  
  CONTENT LEARNED IN ACCTING & BUS PROGS (in a computer lab tba); 
  

9    Tu  11-19 lecture/class discussion: Ch 7 “Strats for Competing in International Markets”; B-CAPP  
 Th 11-21 lecture/class discussion: Ch. 8 "Strategies for Multi-business Corporations”; Ch 9 
   “Ethical Business Strats, Corp. Responsibility & Environ Sustainability”;  
  
10 Tu 11-26   Double B-CAPP: final class time to prepare for next week’s presentations  
 Th 11-28  Thanksgiving holiday (U.S.) 
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11 T 12-3 Presentations: Analysis of Selected Puget Sound-based Companies’ resources  
& capabilities, strategies, and strategy implementation (by other 2-3 members of 
Groups No. 5 and 4; copy of PowerPoint slides — 6/page-- due to instructor PRIOR to 
presentation); Content of analyses and presentations will be evaluated by other groups 
in class; (A.O.L : INDIVIDUAL ORAL PRESENTATION SKILLS –as above) 

Th 12-5 Presentations by other 2-3 members of Groups No. 3, 2,& 1 and scored as above. 
   Peer assessments (2nd set) due by 8:00 PM  (MAY BE SUBMITTED EARLIER) 
 
12 T 12-10 Final (Approx. 65 questions from Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10) 
 
13 T 12-17 Final course score sheets/grades available on course’s Blackboard website—if  
   not before 
 
Caveat 
The schedule and procedures in this course are subject to change, especially in the event of circumstances  
 
 
Accommodations. Students with disabilities who wish to set up special academic adjustments in this class 
should provide me with a copy of their “Confirmation of Eligibility for Academic Adjustments” from the 
Disability Support Services Office (509.963.2171) as soon as possible so that we can discuss how the approved 
adjustments might be implemented in this class. Students without this form should contact the Westside 
coordinator for the Disability Support Services Office located in our building, Snoqualmie Hall, or on the 
Ellensburg campus @ dssrecept@cwu.edu. 
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Col #s: (for additional information about any of these items, please see detailed explanations in syllabus)  
 1 2 3 4  5 6 7  8 9 10 11  12      
Point 
categrs 

MidT 1 MidT2 Final ETS 
exam 

  LC 1 PrPts
1 

PrRtg1   LC 2 PrPts
2 

PrRtg2 LC 
Evals 

           Attn 
bonus 

Total Grd* 

   
Max Pts 150 150 200 100   120 36 10   120 36 10 8 @ 5 

=40 
 20 992   

   
 
Last 4 #s       
SID 
 
 
 

                                  

   
 
 
 

                               

   
 
 

*NOTE: at CWU all grades of D- and higher are considered "passing" grades and thus do NOT require retaking a course! 
   

Rev: 08.30.13   
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